Ed-Fi API Client SDK Options
Technical Suite 2 and 3
Ed-Fi API Client SDK Options: Technical Suite 2

The Ed-Fi API releases under Technical Suite 2 has a few considerations that led to the Ed-Fi Alliance creating an SDK. Listed below are some instructional articles for generating an SDK or using code to connect to an Ed-Fi API from the Technical Suite 2.

- Using Ed-Fi Core SDK
- Using Code Generation to Create an SDK
- Generating and using Ed-Fi SDK - Hands On
- Verifying API Profile Settings Using the Java SDK
Ed-Fi API Client SDK Options: Technical Suite 3

The Ed-Fi API releases under Technical Suite 3 transitioned to OpenAPI specification 2.0 and is compatible with Swagger CodeGen tools. Listed below are some instructional articles for generating an SDK or using code to connect to an Ed-Fi API from the Technical Suite 3.

- Using Code Generation to Create an SDK
- Using Scripting Languages to Connect
- Generating and using Ed-Fi SDK - Hands On